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l. Introduction 
A base f!d of open sets of a regular space X is called a normal base if 
it satisfies the conditions: 
(1) A, B Ef!d imply An B Ef!d 
(2) A E f!d implies X -A E f!d 
(3) For any open set U of X and any A E f!d such that A C U, there 
exists B E f!d such that A C B C B C U. Using a method essentially due 
to FREUDENTHAL 2), FAN and GoTTESMAN 3) have constructed a compacti-
fication of X by means of a normal base. BEHREND 4) has pointed out 
that condition (3) alone is sufficient to guarantee that X has a compacti-
fication. So much is evident, since a regular space with a base satisfying 
condition (3) is completely regular. It is less evident that the com-
pactification implied by Behrend becomes that of Freudenthal if the 
base satisfies all three conditions. 
In this article we construct a compactification of a space with a class 
of open sets satisfying condition (3). If this class is a base, the com-
pactification is equivalent to that implied by Behrend. If in addition 
it satisfies conditions (l) and (2), it is equivalent to that of Freudenthal. 
Finally a partial characterization of such compactifications is given. 
2. The f!d-compactification 
Let X be a T1 space, and let (!) denote the class of all open sets of X. 
Let f!d C (!)such that X and~ E f!d. For A1. ... , Am, B1, ... , Bn, 01, ... , Op, 
D1, ... , Dq E f!d we define 
m " (At; BJ)= (A1, ... ,Am; B1, .... Bn)=( n At)-( U BJ) 
i=1 i=l 
m " [At; BJ]=[AI> ... ,Am; B1, ... , Bn]=( nAt)-( U BJ) 
i=l i =1 
1) Supported by National Science Foundation grant NSF-G22885. 
2) H. FREUDENTHAL, "Kompaktisierungen und Bikompaktisierungen", Nederl. 
Akad. Wetensch. Proc. Ser. A, 54, 184-192 (1951). 
3 ) KY FAN and NoEL GOTTESMAN, "On compactifications of Freudenthal and 
Wallman", Nederl. Akad. Wetensch. Proc. Ser. A, 55, 504-510 (1952). 
4) F. A. BEHREND, "Uniformizability and compactifiability of uniform spaces", 
Math. Zeit., 67, 203-210 (1957). 
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We assume !18 satisfies the following base condition 1 ). 
For every U E @ and every x E U there exist 
A~, ... , Am, B1, ... , Bn, 0~, ... , Op, D1, ... , 
Dq E !18 such that F:) (Ot; DJ), (Ot; DJ) >(At; B,) 
and x E (At; B,). 
Lemma l. If A~, ... , Am E !18 and U E@ are such that U Ai C U, 
there exist B1, ... , Bm E !18 such that At C Bt (l .;;,i.;;,m) and U B1 CU. 
Pro of: By condition (3). 
Lemma 2. If A~, ... ,Am E !18 and U E@ are such that n Ai C U, 
there exist B1, ... , Bm E !18 such that At C Bt (l <i <:,m) and n Bt CU. 
m-1 
Proof: The proof is by induction. By hypothesis n AtC Uu (X -Am). 
i~1 
By induction hypothesis there are B~, ... , Bm-1 E f!J such that At C Bt 
m-1 m-1 
(l .;;,i,;;;;;,m-1) and n Bi C U u (X -Am). Hence Am c U u (X- n Bt). 
i~1 m-1 i~1 
Let Bm E f!J such that Am c Bm c Bm c u u (X- n Bt). 
i~1 
Lemma 3. If (Ot; DJ)>(Ai; BJ) there exist E~, ... ,Em, F1, ... , Fq E!J8 
such that AiCEt (l<:,i.;;,m), D1CF1 (l<j<q), (Oi;DJ)>(Ei;FJ), and 
(Et; Ft)>(At; Bt)· 
Proof: By lemmas l and 2. 
A filter .'F on X will be called a !18-filter if, for every FE .'F, there exist 
A~, ... ,Am, B1, ... , Bn, 0~, ... , Op, D1, ... , Dq E !18 such that F:) (Ot; D,) > 
>(At; BJ) E .'F. 
Lemma 4. If .'F and~ are two !18-filters such that every set of .'F meets 
every set of ~. then the least upper bound filter of .'F and ~ is a !!J-filter. 
Proof: £' = {F n G I FE .'F and G E ~} is the least upper bound of 
.'F and ~. Given FE .'F and G E ~. if 
F:) (0~, ... , Op; D~, ... , Dq) >(A~, ... , Am; B~, ... , Bn) E .'F 
G:) (Op+l, ... , Op; Dq+b ... , DQ)>(Am+1, ... , AM; Bn+l, ... , BN) E Cfl 
then 
F {'\ G:) (0~, ... , Op; Dl, ... , DQ) >(AI, ... , AM; Bl, ... , BN) E£'. 
Lemma 5. If .'F and ~ are distinct maximal f!J-(ilters, there exist 
disjoint open sets U and V such that U E .'F and V E Cfl. 
Proof: By lemma 4. 
1) This will be the case, for example, if X is regular and tJl a subbase of X. 
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Lemma 6. A f!l-(ilter .fF is a maximal f!l-(ilter if and only if (Ot; D1)> 
>(At; B1) implies either (Ot; D,) E .fF or X- [At; B1] E .F. 
Proof: Let .fF be a maximal f!l-filter and assume X- [At; B1] ¢.F. 
By lemma 3 there is a f!l-filter ~such that (0,; D,) E ~. and every set of 
.fF meets every set of ~. By lemma 4 this implies ~ C .F. Therefore 
(O,; D1) E .F. 
Conversely if .fF is a f!l-filter which is strictly weaker than a f!l-filter ~. 
there is G E ~-.?F and G -:J (Ot; D,)>(At; B,) E ~.Hence neither (0,; D,) 
nor X- [At; BJ] is in .F. 
Lemma 7. For every x EX, the filter f"(x) of all neighborhoods of x 
is a maximal f!l-(ilter. 
Proof: By the base condition, f"(x) is a f!l-filter; by lemma 6 it is 
maximal. 
Lemma 8. For every ultrafiter ott on X, there is a maximal f!l-(ilter 
weaker than ott. 
Proof: By Zorn's lemma and lemma 4 there is a f!l-filter .fF weaker 
than ott which is stronger than every f!l-filter weaker than ott. Let 
(0,; D,)>(At; B,), and let (0,; D,)>(Et; F,)>(A,; B,}, where At C E, 
for each E,. Since [Et; F,] U (X- (Et; FJ)} =X, there are two possibilities. 
(Case 1) [Ei; FJ] E ott. Since (Ot; D,)>(Et; FJ}, by lemma 3 there is 
a f!l-filter ~ each set of which contains [E,; F1] and (Ot; D,) E ~. Then 
~ C ott, so ~ C .?F, and (0,; D,) E .F. 
(Case 2) X- (Et; F1) = (u F1) u (u X- Et) E ott. 
There are two possibilities. 
(Case 2.1) There is a j such that F1 E ott. Then there is a f!l-filter ~ 
each of whose sets contains F1 and B = u B1 E ~. Again ~ C .?F, and 
since X- [A1; B1] -:J B, X- [At; B1] E .F. 
(Case 2.2) There is ani such that X -E, E ott. Then there is a f!l-filter 
~each of whose sets contains X -E, and X -AtE~. Again ~ C .?F, and 
since X- [At; B1] -:J X -At, X- [A,; B,] E .F. 
Thus by lemma 6, .fF is a maximal f!l-filter. 
Now let f(f!l) denote the filter space 1) of all maximal f!l-filters. 
Lemma 9. f(f!l) is a regular space. 
Proof: By lemma 5, f(f!l) is a Hausdorff space. Let .fF E f(f!l}, and 
F E .fF n (f), Let F -:J (Ot; DJ) >(At; B,) E .F. By lemma 6, 
.fF E n((A1; B1)) C n((At; B1)) C n((O,; D1)) C n(F). 
Theorem 1. f(f!l) is a compactification of X. 
Proof: By lemmas 8 and 9, and theorem 3 of footnote 6. 
1) cf. F. J. WAGNER, "Notes on compactification I", Nederl. Akad. Wetensch. 
Proc. Ser. A, 60, 171-176 (1957), for special definitions, notations, and results. 
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3. The Behrend compactification 
Let f!J be a base of open sets of a regular space X satisfying condition 
{3) of section l. We may assume X and cp E f!J. 
Lemma 10. f!J satisfies the base condition of section 2. 
Obviously. 
For A E f!J and U E (!) such that A C U, let 
(A, U)=(Ux U) u [(X-A)x(X-A)]. 
Then 1) the class of all finite intersections of such sets forms a fundamental 
system of entourages of a precompact uniform structure on X. We shall 
call this the Behrend uniform structure, and a Cauchy filter for this uniform 
structure will be called a Behrend filter. 
Lemma 11. A filter .f7 on X has a set small of order (A, U) if and 
only if either U E .f7 or X- A E .?7. 
Obviously. 
Lemma 12. Every maximal fll-filter is a Behrend filter. 
Proof: Given A and U, let B E f!J such that A C B C jj C U. If .f7 
is a maximal f!J-filter, by lemma 6, either BE .f7 or X -A E .?7. 
Lemma 13. No filter strictly weaker than a maximal fll-filter is a 
Behrend filter. 
Proof: Let .f7 be a maximal f!J-filter and C§ a filter strictly weaker 
than .?7. Let F E.f7 -C'§, and F-:J (0~; DJ)>(Et; Ft)>(A,; B1) EF and 
.A, C E, for each E,. Since (Et; Ft) ¢ C§ there are two possibilities. 
(Case 1) There is an i such that Et ¢ C§. Since At -:J [At; B1] E .?7, 
X -A,¢ C§. Hence C§ contains no set small of order (A,; E,). 
(Case 2) There is a j such that X- F1 ¢ C§. For B= u B1, B -:J F1. 
And since X -B -:J (A,; BJ) E .?7, B ¢ C§. Hence C§ contains no set small 
of order (FJ> B). 
Theorem 2. f(f!J) is the completion of X according to the Behrend 
uniform structure of X. 
Proof: The completion of X according to the Behrend uniform 
structure can be identified 2) as the filter space f of all minimal Behrend 
filters. By lemmas 7, 12, 13, f -:J f(f!J) -:J 1p= {-r(x) I x EX}. Therefore 
f -:J f(f!J) -:J tp =f. 
4. The Freudenthal compactification 
Let X be a regular space and f!J a normal base of X in the sense of 
section l. 
1) BEHREND, P· 205. 
2) N. BoURBAKI, Topologie Generale, Chapters 1 and 2 (3rd ed.), Hermann, 
Paris, p. 217 (1961). 
6 Series A 
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Lemma 14. A filter .fF on X is a fJB-filter if and only if, for every 
FE .?F, there exists A E fJB n .fF such that A C F. 
Proof: The condition is obviously sufficient. If on the other hand, 
F:J(01;D;)?>(Ai;B;)E.?F, then B=(Ai;B;)EfJB and BC[At;B1]C 
C(Ot; D;) C F. 
Lemma 15. A fJB-filter .fF is a maximal fJB-filter if and only if A E fJB, 
U E (!}, and A C U imply that either U E .fF or X -A E .?F. 
Proof: The condition is clearly necessary. 
Conversely, let .fF be a fJB-filter satisfying the condition, and let 
(Ot;D;)>(Et; F;)>(At; B;). 
=-=-~'""' Then (Ei; F;) E fJB and (Et; F;) C [Et; F;] C (Ot; D;). Hence either 
(Ot;D1) E.fF, or X-(Et; F,) E.fF, in which case X-[Ai: B1] E.fF. 
Lemma 16. Let 1p* be a maximal binding familyl) and let .fF('IfJ*)= 
= {F C Xi there exists BE 1p* such that B C F}. Then .?F(1p*} is a 
maximal fJB- filter. 
· Proof: Clearly .?F(1p*) is a fJB-filter. If A C U and U ¢ .fF('IfJ*), then 
A ¢ 1p*. Hence 2) there is 0 E 1p* such that A n 0 = cf>. Therefore 
X -A E .fF('IfJ*). 
Now let X* denote the space 3) of all maximal binding families. Define 
a function f from X* into f(fJB) by f('lfJ*)=.fF('IfJ*) (1p* EX*). 
Lemma 17. f is one-to-one. 
Proof: Let 1p* and y*. be distinct points of X*. Then there exist 
A E 1p* and BEy* such that An B=cf>. Hence X -A E .?F(y*), so 
f('lfJ*) i= f(y*). 
Lemma 18. f(X*) :J 'lfJ· 
Proof: Let x EX and 4) 1p* = cf>(x) EX*. Let FE .?F(1p*) and A E 1p* 
such that F :J A. Since x E ~4, F n V i=c/> for every V E 'f'"(x). Since both 
.?F(1p*) and 'f'"(x) are maximal fJB-filters this implies .fF('IfJ*)='f'"(x). 
Lemma 19. f is continuous. 
Proof: Let 1p* EX* and U an open set of .?F('IfJ*)=f('lfJ*). Let A E1Jl* 
and B E fJB such that A C B C B C U. Then 5) 1p* E 1p(B). Also, if 
y* E 1p(B) there is 0 E y* such that 0 C B, and consequently U E .?F(y*). 
Thus f(1fJ(B)) C n(U). 
1) In the sense of FAN and GoTTESMAN, p. 505. cf. Freudenthal, p. 188. 
2) FAN and GoTTESMAN, p. 505. 
3) FAN and GOTTESMAN, p. 507. 
4) In the notation of FREUDENTHAL, p. 188, or FAN and GOTTESMAN, p. 507. 
5) In the notation of FREUDENTHAL, p. 188, or FAN and GOTT:E:SMAN, p. 505. 
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Theorem 3. X* is homeomorphic to f(3B). 
Proof: By lemmas 17, 18, and 19, since X* is compact, f is a 
homeomorphism from X* onto a subspace f(X*) of f(2B). Since f(X*):) VJ, 
f(2B) :) f(X*) :) ip = f(2B). 
Corollary. X* is the completion of X according to the Behrend uniform 
structure of X. 
5. A characterization 
The following theorem provides a partial characterization of normal 
base compacti:fications. 
Theorem 4. Let 3B be a normal base of a regular space X and f=f(2B) 
the 3B-compactification of X. Let , 
d ={A E (!) lAC U E (!) implies n(A) C n(U)}. 
Then d:) 3B, d satisfies condition (3), and the d-compactification of X is f. 
Proof: Let B E 3B and U E (!) such that B C U. By lemma 15, 
n(B) C n(U). Hence BE d. 
Let A Ed and U E (!) such that .A CU. Then n(A) C n(U). Since f is 
compact, there is an open set u of f such that n(A) C u C u C n( U). For 
!FE n(A) there is FE !F n 3B such that n(F) Cu. Let !F1, ... , !Fn E n(A) 
such that, for the corresponding Ft E !Ft n 3B (1 <;i<;n), n(A) C u n(Fi), 
and let B= u Ft. Clearly .A C B. 
Also B c U; if X¢ U, r(x) E u and so r(x) ¢ n(Fi) (1 <;i<;n). Con-
sequently x ¢B. 
Let WE(!) such that B C W. Then every FtC W. Since Ft Ed, this 
implies n(Ft) Cn(W). Thus n(B)= un(Ft) Cn(W). Therefore BEd. 
If Cf/1 and Cf/2 denote the Behrend uniform structures of X defined by 
.91 and 3B respectively, then Cf/1 :) Cf/2. On the other hand if A Ed and 
UE(!) are such that ACU, then n(A)Cn(U) (in f=f(2B)) and so 
(n(A), n(U)) is an entourage of f, and its trace on X x X is (A, U). 
Therefore Cf/1 C Cf/2. 
Finally the identity isomorphism from X with uniform structure Cf/1 
onto X with uniform structure Cf/2 has an extension which is a homeo-
morphism of f(d) onto f(2B). 
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